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Part 72 – In the House of Temptation  
 
Genesis 39:1-23    
The account of Joseph in Potiphar’s house begins with great 
promise. Joseph the slave proves to be a man of great integrity. 
Therefore, he gains great responsibility and influence in the 
household of this powerful Egyptian. Joseph’s decency, integrity, 
and godliness will be in evidence throughout the account of his life.  
 

But the notes of encouragement playing sweetly at the beginning of the chapter turn to a harsh and 
melancholy repetition of calamity as the events unfold. Nevertheless, despite the temptations and tragedies 
which befall Joseph, the narrative “perfectly expresses God’s quiet control and the man of faith’s quiet 
victory. The good seed is buried deeper, still to push upward; the servant, faithful in a little, trains for 
authority in much.”1 
 
Joseph finds success in Egypt  (vv. 1-6) 
Vv. 2-3 – “The Lord was with Jacob…” This is the key phrase in the chapter. It appears four times, twice 
near the beginning and twice at the end. Here, the emphasis is not so much the doctrine of God’s 
omnipresence as true as that is. Rather, the emphasis is on the Lord’s special presence with and for his 
people. Just as the Lord had been with Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob, he was with Joseph. But God did not 
speak directly to Joseph as he did the Patriarchs. Instead, Joseph had to receive the assurance of God’s 
presence just as we do – by faith.  
Vv. 4-6 – Due to his trustworthiness Joseph rises in prominence eventually being given charge over 
Potiphar’s household. Ultimately however these positive blessings are attributed to God who even Potiphar 
recognizes is with Joseph. “Joseph may be over Potiphar’s household, but he is under Yahweh’s blessing 
and guidance.”2  
 
Joseph chooses godliness over sin  (vv. 6-10) 
Vv. 6-7 – Joseph the slave will prove to actually be freer than the mistress of the house. She proves to be 
a slave to her lust for the young man.  
Vv. 8-9 – Joseph refuses the woman’s sexual overtures for the same rationale that a man of lesser 
godliness would use to justify indulging sinful appetites. That is, Joseph appeals to the fact that he is so 
trusted as a reason not to sin. A lesser man would appeal to his trusted status as a justification or 
opportunity to sin. Joseph also demonstrates a proper understanding of sin in that he sees that giving in to 
the woman’s temptation would first and foremost be a sin against God.  
Vs. 10 – Joseph was subjected to a prolonged period of temptation which makes his resistance all the more 
notable.  
 
Joseph pays a heavy price for godliness  (vv. 11-20)  
Vs. 12 – The word translated “caught” describes a violent act.3 Thus her seductive words are joined with 
physical force.  
Vs. 14 – Referring to Joseph as a Hebrew served to remind the others in the house that he was an outsider 
and to appeal to what was no doubt an Egyptian prejudice against non-Egyptians. 
Vs. 15 – Fearing exposure and probably also furious over his rejection she now plots her revenge, 
fabricating a story meant to elicit maximum sympathy for her and fury at Joseph. 
Vs. 17 – She intends to manipulate her husband with guilt (“the servant you brought us”). She appeals to 
both Joseph’s low social status and ethnicity in order to stir up the anger of the household.  
Vs. 20 – The prison may well have been located on Potiphar’s estate; he may indeed have been responsible 
for it (41:10).  
 
Joseph is sustained and blessed by the Lord  (vv. 21-23) 
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Vs. 21 – “But the Lord was with Joseph.” Both in prosperity and prison, the Lord was with Joseph. The 
Lord’s “steadfast love” shown to Joseph did not translate into a shield from calamity.  
Vv. 22-23 – Even being cast away in prison unjustly did not destroy Joseph’s desire to be honorable. Just 
as he had in Potiphar’s house, Joseph proved to be utterly trustworthy in prison. Notice that the Lord’s 
blessing of Joseph did not immediately open the gates of that dark pit of confinement.  

 As is so often the case in Scripture, this account from Joseph’s early days in Egypt bear witness to the 
sovereign providence of God. The contrast is vast between Joseph the slave and mighty Egypt. And yet 
the great empire bends in obedience to the decree of Almighty God. Even Pharaoh will unwittingly serve 
the purposes of the God of Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob. The Lord defies all of man’s pretentions of control.  

 It is of special significance that the presence of God with Joseph is mentioned no fewer than four times. 
Twice we are told that God is with Joseph during his rise to prominence in Potiphar’s house. That much 
seems to make immediate sense to us. And yet even after Joseph falls victim to the wickedness of 
Potiphar’s wife and pays dearly for her deceit, we are told yet again that God was with him. His calamity 
was not evidence of the absence of God. Indeed, in the house of temptation and the prison of injustice, 
God was with Joseph just as he has promise to never forsake any of his beloved people.  

 
Theology Applied:  
1. Have the right worldview.    

 Jacob’s integrity was founded upon a profoundly theological worldview. That is, Joseph looked at the 
world and his existence through the conviction that the God of his fathers was the creator and sustainer 
of all the world and everything in it. The Christian understands that everything is under the sovereign rule 
of God. What is more, the Christian understands that God works all things together according to his good 
and gracious purposes. Joseph was falsely accused and thrown into prison. But it will turn out that prison 
is precisely where he needed to be for God to bless him in the ways which would magnify his glory and 
maximize the good intended not only for Joseph but for the Egyptians and the Israelites.  

 That “God was with Joseph” tells us that all things, persons, and circumstances are safely in God’s hands; 
that all things will be well. Nevertheless, we come to learn this not in spite of, but through temptations 
and troubles.  

 
2. Be ready with the right argument.     

 In verses 8 and 9 we read of Joseph’s argument against succumbing to the woman’s temptation. He 
understood that the sin Potiphar’s wife was proposing would have been an outrage against Potiphar, his 
master, who had placed such confidence in him. How could he betray his master and his own 
conscience? But more than that, it would have been an offense against God. Joseph understood that sin 
is ultimately Godward which is what makes it most offensive. Even if Potiphar had been cruel to Joseph, 
treating him as the lowest of the low in his household, the act would still have been unthinkable as it was 
a sin against God first and foremost.  

 
3. Flee the wrong occasions.    

 Joseph demonstrates the proper Christian posture toward temptation. Joseph gave no room for 
temptation to take hold. Ultimately, he literally flees the source of temptation.  

 Thomas a Kempis, in The Imitation of Christ, describes successive steps of a successful temptation. It 
begins with the mere thought of a sin. From there it moves to a picture of the sin hung within the 
imagination. Bit by bit the picture makes its’ way into the heart. Finally, the will succumbs and the wicked 
thing is done.  

 The Bible speaks of our lives as a warfare, but day after day we can live largely unconscious of being 
surrounded by adversaries, of being in the thick of combat, of living on a battlefield strewn with the 
carnage of this spiritual fight to the death. It is all too common for Christians to have no such thoughts 
about their lives. Too often we don’t see ourselves as soldiers in a desperate battle or as pilgrims traveling 
to another country, citizens of a heavenly kingdom whose lives are to be lived for our King. 

 “If you allow one thought to enter, and you pay attention to it, [The Devil] will force ten additional thoughts 
into your mind until at last he overpowers you. Therefore, the best thing you can do is to rap the Devil on 
the nose at the very start. Act like the man who, whenever his wife began to nag and snap at him, drew 
out his flute from under his belt and played merrily until she was exhausted and let him alone.” – Martin 
Luther 
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 Fleeing temptation is some of the hardest work in the world, as anyone knows who has tried it and kept 
at it. It is the work of the Christian every hour of every day. But would you rather have a torn conscience 
in the bed of Potiphar’s wife, or the life of Joseph with his clean conscience in that Egyptian prison? 

 
4. Entrust yourself to the Lord.  

 But most of all remember this. God was with Joseph. That was the key to everything. You can do what 
Joseph did if God is with you. You may not see precisely how the future will unfold – Joseph certainly 
couldn’t as he was being led away to prison – but if God is with you, you needn’t worry. He can bless you 
in the prison as surely as anywhere else. Is God with you? He is if you are in Christ, his Son. To those 
who trust in him Jesus said, “Behold I am with you always, even to the end of the age.” 

 


